
Spellings and English



Spelling - prefixes

re-

pre-



1) Rule 18: Explanation

Prefixes are added to the start of a root 

word.unplug       antisocial submarine

reclaim       disapprove preview 

automatic       semicircle

un: not / reversal       anti: against

sub: below / nearly       re: again

dis: removal / not      pre: before in time

auto: by itself       semi: half / partly

How do these prefixes change the meaning?



Add the prefix pre, re or 

de to these root words 

to make the sentences 

correct.



Learning Intentions

Genre – a persuasive letter.

Grammar – coordinating clauses and 

subordinating clauses, plurals and 

apostrophe for possession.

Spelling – pre, re and de prefix



Task 

 Imagine you are Hogarth. You have been asked 

to write a letter to all of the farmers to persuade 

them to help trap the iron man.

Use your planning format to help you organise

your ideas and vocabulary.







What have we written so far?
The address

The date

The greeting

The introduction

What do we need to write next?

The plan

Arrangements – times, meeting places, what to 

bring

Reasons why this is important – be persuasive! 

Consequences if they don’t help!



At the bottom of the hill, below where the Iron Man had come over the high 

cliff, they dug a deep, enormous hole. A hole wider than a house, and as 

deep as three trees one on top of the other. It was a colossal hole. A 

stupendous hole! And the sides of it were sheer as walls. 

They pushed all the earth off to one side. 

They covered the hole with branches and the branches they covered with 

straw and the straw with soil, so when they finished the hole looked like a 

freshly-ploughed field. 

Now, on the side of the hole opposite the slope up to the top of the cliff, they 

put an old rusty lorry. That was the bait. Now they reckoned the Iron Man 

would come over the top of the cliff out of the sea, and he’d see the old lorry 

which was painted red, and he’d come down to get it to chew it up and eat 

it. But on his way to the lorry he’d be crossing the hole, and the moment he 

stepped with his great weight on to that soil held up only with straw and 

branches, he would crash through into the hole and would never get out. 

They’d find him there in the hole. Then they’d bring the few bull-dozers and 

earth-movers that he hadn’t already eaten, and they’d push the pile of earth 

in on top of him, and bury him for ever in the hole. They were certain now that 

they’d get him. 




